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Recent progress of manipulating pluripotent stem cells expands possibilities of regenerative
medicine and opens novel transplantation medicine. However, in many cases of these medicines,
the relationship between therapeutic cells and recipients would be allogeneic. In this context, we
proposed new concept of immune regulation therapy in new-age medicine using pluripotent stem
cells. In our concept, not only grafts but also immune regulating cells are generated from pluripotent
stem cells by exertion of its pluripotency. We have recently developed immune suppressive
macrophage-like cells from pluripotent stem cells. These cells suppressed allo-antigen stimulated
T cell proliferation in an iNOS dependent manner. Furthermore, these immune suppressive
macrophage-like cells derived from pluripotent stem cells prolonged survival of grafts derived from
same pluripotent stem cells in allogeneic recipients. Thus, series of our study proved the efficacy
of our new immune regulating strategy in the age of regenerative medicine which utilize pluripotent
stem cells as a therapeutic cell source.
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Introduction

are already many reports that succeeded to make many

source has been developed remarkably in recent years.

(Reviewed in Ref.1). Therefore, cell therapy or regenerative

Cell transplantation using pluripotent stem cells as a

It is still difficult to make well-structured three dimensional
organs in vitro from pluripotent stem cells so far, but there

kinds of tissues or functional cells from pluripotent stem cells
medicine using pluripotent stem cells is highly anticipated as

reality. In 2014, retinal pigment epithelium cells generated
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from human iPS cells were transplanted into a patient
suffering from age-related macular degeneration (Nature

doi: 10.1038/nature.2014,15915). This case, autologous iPS
cells were used as the cell source. However, making iPS

cells for individual patient is impractical because it needs
huge cost and much time before yielding safety-guaranteed
ones. To overcome this point, iPS cell banking project is in
progress2).

Pluripotent stem cells and transplantation
medicine

One of the big advantages using iPS cells is that one could

expect an achievement of rejection-free transplantation
when using autologous iPS cells. In the iPS cell banking

project, original cells were collected from donors who

bear homogeneous HLA allele to reduce immunological
rejection. However, the immunological concerns still remain
because many kinds of proteins in allogeneic cells can be

possible antigens. In these days, there are many superior

immune suppressive drugs against immune rejection 3).
So, it is common to use these drugs to avoid and reduce

the allogeneic rejection. But long-term use of such drugs

sometimes causes severe side effects, e.g., development of
a malignant neoplasm and opportunistic infection4). In this

Fig. 1 (A) A new immune regulation strategy in the age of
regenerative medicine using pluripotent stem cells.
(B) New immune regulation strategy using pluripotent
stem cells technology in the current transplantation
medicine.

context, immune suppressive therapies without the use of
immunosuppressants are strongly expected.

Novel immune regulating strategy for
new-age transplantation medicine using
pluripotent stem cells
Pluripotent stem cells, including ES cells 5, 6) and iPS

cells7, 8), have a potential to differentiate into many kinds of

cell-types. Immune cells, including immune regulatory cells,

are one of them. So, such immune regulatory cells have a
possibility to suppress immune rejection of allogeneic grafts.

We have proposed a new immune regulation strategy in

Fig. 2 Experimental design of new immune regulation strategy
in the age of regenerative medicine using pluripotent
stem cells.

the age of regenerative medicine using pluripotent stem

cells9, 10) (Fig. 1A). In this strategy, pluripotent stem cells
differentiate into grafts as well as immune regulatory cells.
On the occasion of allogeneic transplantation, treatment

with the immune regulatory cells may reduce the risk of

(haplotype k) as a recipient. This ES cells and C3H mice

To realize our concept, a mouse transplantation model

into cardiomyocytes11), which were transplanted as grafts,

immune rejection and prolong the graft survival.

was developed in which both grafts and immune regulatory

cells were derived from pluripotent stem cells (Fig. 2). We
used 129/SvJ mice-derived ES cells (E14, haplotype b) as a

source of pluripotent stem cells (graft donor) and C3H mice

are allogeneic each other. E14 ES cells were differentiated
and also into immune regulatory macrophage-like cells9, 10).
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Fig. 3 (A) Overall strategy for generating immune-suppressive macrophages from pluripotent
stem cells.
(B) Morphology of ES-SCs. Bar: 100 μm

Induction of macrophage-like immune
suppressive cells from pluripotent stem
cells

floating sphere could be obtained. 48 hours after adding

immune suppressive cells from pluripotent stem cells. The

that these macrophage-like cells have strong immune

become hematopoietic lineage cells. The second step is an

SCs (ES cells (or iPS cells) derived immune suppressive

to macrophage-like cells. The last step is conferring immune

suppressive cells could be induced from human iPS cells10).

cells. The outline of protocol to generate macrophage like
was illustrated in Figure 3A.

Features of macrophage-like immunosuppressive cells derived from pluripotent
stem cells

media, pluripotent stem cells start differentiation12). LIF

SCs and iPS-SCs have macrophage features supported by

pluripotent stem cells. On day around 5 of the suspension

and CD11b and F4/80 (macrophage cell markers)9, 10). Gene

lipopolysaccharide, irregularly shaped macrophage-like

cells which tightly adhered to non-treated culture dish

There are three general steps in culture protocol to obtain

could be observed (Fig. 3B). Subsequent analysis revealed

first step is a differentiation into mesoderm cells that can

suppressive function9), so we called these cells ES (or iPS)-

induction of hematopoietic cells and directed-differentiation

cells). We have also observed that similar immune

suppressive capacity to the generated macrophage-like
immune suppressive cells form pluripotent stem cells9, 10)
Withdrawal of Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) from culture

is one of the key molecules to maintain pluripotency in
culture in LIF free media, sphere-like embryoid body
formation was observed. Embryoid body usually contains

all three germ layer cells, endoderm, mesoderm and
ectoderm cells. After the dissociation of embryoid bodies

including Flk-1 mesoderm cells into single suspension by
+

trypsin treatment, those cells were plated on OP9 stromal

cells. OP9 stromal cells are frequently used to support
hematopoietic cell differentiation . And then, we added
13)

Detailed analysis by flow cytometry revealed that both ES-

highly expression of CD45 (a hematopoietic cell marker),
expression analysis showed that some kinds of immunesuppressive molecules such as Arg1 (Agrinase 1 ) and Nos2

(Nitric oxide synthase 2 , encoding iNOS) were expressed in

both ES-SCs and iPS-SCs9, 10). These results suggested that
these cells have immune suppressive function. In microarray
analysis, ES-SCs were compared to ES cell derived

dendritic cells (ES-DCs)9). Gene expression correlated with

T cell suppression was higher in ES-SCs than ES-DCs9).

some cytokines including Csf1 (M-CSF) or Csf2 (GM-CSF)

On the other hand, genes related to T cell stimulation, such

10, loosely attached hematopoietic cells to OP9 stromal

higher in ES-DCs than in ES-SCs9). These series of results

to support macrophage differentiation. On day around

cells could be observed. Those hematopoietic cells were

harvested, and then cultured on non-treated culture dishes
in the existence of Csf2. Thereafter, IL-4 was added on
day around 15. On day around day 20, dendritic cell-like

as antigen presenting molecules were expressed relatively

generally suggested that ES- and iPS-SCs might act as
immune suppressive cells.
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Macrophage-like immune suppressive
cells suppress alloantigen-activated T
cell proliferation

Since T cells play important roles in graft rejection in

allogeneic transplantation14), its regulation is quite important

for graft survival. Therefore, we tested immune suppressive
function of ES- and iPS-SCs against allo-antigen stimulated

T cell proliferation. We prepared dendritic cells as antigen
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when iPS-SCs were used as immune suppressive cells in

in vivo experiments10).

Administration of the immune suppressive cells into allogeneic recipients
suppressed anti-allo antigen antibody
production in vivo
We further analyzed immune suppressive function of

presenting cells from bone marrow of allogeneic mice.

these immune suppressive cells in vivo 10). Allogeneic grafts

allogeneic dendritic cells. However, in addition of ES-

treatment. Then we evaluated immune suppressive potential

T cells efficiently proliferated when co-cultured with the
or iPS-SCs into the co-culture, T cell proliferation was
significantly inhibited

. Further analysis revealed that this

9, 10)

inhibitory function of ES- and iPS-SCs was supported in an
iNOS dependent manner9, 10).

Pluripotent stem cells-derived immune
suppressive cells prolonged survival of
allogeneic grafts

Furthermore, immune suppressive function of ES- and

iPS-SCs was tested in vivo allogeneic transplantation model
(Fig. 2). To perform this, we prepared cardiomyocytes or

were transplanted into recipients with or without iPS-SCs
of iPS-SCs in vivo by monitoring antibody production
against allogeneic antigen. Interestingly, allo-antibody

production was significantly suppressed in iPS-SCs-treated
recipients 10). Thus, iPS-SCs could really exert immune

suppressive function in vivo , at least partly, by suppressing
anti-alloantigen antibody production.

The immune regulation strategy using
pluripotent stem cells could be applicable
for current transplantation medicine
The series of our experiments proved the potential

embryoid bodies as grafts from the same ES- or iPS-cells

of our concept of immune suppressive therapy in cell

In in vivo model, irradiated ES-SCs were administered

generate not only grafts but also immune suppressive cells

with ES- or iPS-SCs' source.

into allogeneic recipients before the graft transplantation.
Compared with mice without the ES-SCs treatment, it
significantly prolonged the graft survival . Importantly, ex
9)

vivo analysis revealed that formation of donor-type specific

immune suppression in recipients was observed . Briefly,
9)

splenic T cells were harvested from ES-SCs treated

recipient mice. Then, T cell proliferation assay by the

stimulation of dendritic cells from syngeneic, allogeneic
but same background as ES-SCs or 3rd party mice was

performed. T cells from ES-SCs-treated mice proliferated
minimally by stimulation with DCs of syngeneic as well

as allogeneic but same background as ES-SCs. On

the other hand, T cells from ES-SCs-treated mice
significantly proliferated when stimulated with DCs of 3rd
party mice. These results suggest that ES-SCs induce

immune suppression in a donor antigen specific manner9).
Pathological analysis showed that reduced T cell infiltration

in the grafts was observed in ES-SCs treated mice 9).

Interestingly, the administered ES-SCs were not observed
in the transplanted site . This result suggested that immune
9)

suppressive function of ES-SCs was exerted systemically
rather than locally. Similar results were generally obtained

transplantation using pluripotent stem cells. That is to
from the same pluripotent stem cells and then to subject

to cell transplantation. Importantly, our concept could be
applicable for the current allogeneic organ transplantation

(Fig. 1B). Briefly, one can generate iPS cells from a piece

of grafts, and then differentiate them into the immune
suppressive cells. Administration of these immune suppres-

sive cells may inhibit allogeneic rejection, and reduce or
cease the need of immunosuppressants.

Directions for future research and development
In this review, we have introduced macrophage-like

immune suppressive cells derived from pluripotent stem
cells, which could prolong allogeneic graft survival.
However there are some issues remaining. The major one

is its limited duration of immune suppressive function. The
life-long graft survival is ultimate goal. Some kinds of cells
which have potential to induce life-long tolerance have

been suggested. Hematopoietic stem cells15, 16) are a good

example. Generation of hematopoietic stem cells from
pluripotent stem cells have already reported17). Actually, it
has been reported that hematopoietic chimerism by ES-
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cell-derived hematopoietic stem cells allowed donor type

later--progress, challenges, and promises. N Engl J

oncogenes are required to generate hematopoietic stem

5) Evans MJ, Kaufman MH: Establishment in culture of

cardiac allo-graft survival . However, meanwhile, some
17)

cells from pluripotent stem cells. Thus, there are several

problems remained to be solved, but the strategy could

Med. 2004; 351: 2761-2766.

pluripotential cells from mouse embryos. Nature. 1981;
292: 154-156.

be a breakthrough of immune regulation in the age of cell

6) Thomson JA, Itskovitz-Eldor J, Shapiro SS, Waknitz

In the not-so-distant future, increasing use of pluripotent

cell lines derived from human blastocysts. Science.

transplantation using pluripotent stem cells.

stem cells as source of cells/tissues for regenerative

MA, Swiergiel JJ, Marshall VS, et al: Embryonic stem
1998; 282: 1145-1147.

medicine is anticipated. In many cases, the relationship

7) Takahashi K, Yamanaka S: Induction of pluripotent

and recipients would be allogeneic. Importantly, all cases

cultures by defined factors. Cell. 2006; 126: 663-676.

between cells/tissues derived from pluripotent stem cells

stem cells from mouse embryonic and adult fibroblast

are allogeneic in the use of ES cells. Therefore, some

8) Takahashi K, Tanabe K, Ohnuki M, Narita M, Ichisaka T,

studies have shown the possibility of new concept of

adult human fibroblasts by defined factors. Cell. 2007;

immune manipulation should be considered. Our recent
immune regulation, which could be applied to new-age

Tomoda K, et al: Induction of pluripotent stem cells from
131: 861-872.

transplantation medicine. In brief, in the new-age medicine

9) Kudo H, Wada H, Sasaki H, Tsuji H, Otsuka R,

therapeutic cells and immune-regulating cells from the

Immunosuppressive Cells from Mouse ES Cells That

which uses pluripotent stem cells, one can generate both
same pluripotent stem cells. By administrating the immune

regulating cells, protection of grafts from immune rejection,

Baghdadi M, et al: Induction of Macrophage-Like
Contribute to Prolong Allogeneic Graft Survival. PLoS
One. 2014; 9: e111826.

or reduction or cease of immunosuppressants are expected.

10) Sasaki H, Wada H, Baghdadi M, Tsuji H, Otsuka R,

cells from pluripotent stem cells would be more important

prolong survival of induced pluripotent stem cell-derived

We believe that the strategy generating immune regulatory
than expected so far.
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